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Copyright Statement
Copyright in items on CADAIR resides variously with respective authors and publishers. For further
details please contact is@aber.ac.uk
Aside from theses and in the absence of a specific licence document on an item page, all works in
Cadair are accessible under the CC BY-NC-ND Licence. For further details see:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
AU theses and dissertations held on CADAIR are made available for the purposes of private study
and non-commercial research and brief extracts may be reproduced under fair dealing for the
purpose of criticism or review.
If you have any queries in relation to the re-use of material on CADAIR, contact is@aber.ac.uk

End User Licence (Terms & Conditions of Use)
Access to and use of the material held within Aberystwyth University’s institutional repository
("CADAIR") is based on your acceptance of the following terms and conditions:
1. Copyright subsists (and other intellectual property rights may subsist) in the material held in
Cadair and in any metadata attached, and all authors assert their moral right to be acknowledged as
the authors.
2. Aside from theses and unless otherwise indicated, content in Cadair is made available under the
Creative Commons BY-NC-ND Licence. Theses are made available for non-commercial private study
or research and may be copied accordingly.
3. You may further reproduce, distribute, or publish any of the material in Cadair (or any part
thereof) held in print or electronic format, only where you have obtained permission from the rights
owner/s or where the licence for that particular item specifically allows for this (ie. where the
material is licensed under a Creative Commons or similar licence, noted on the item or in its
metadata).
4. Content within Cadair is provided on an "as is" basis and no warranties are given as to the
accuracy, currency or comprehensiveness of any part of the material in Cadair.

5. You agree not to misuse any data obtained from Cadair, or use or attempt to use any data
therefrom to compromise, or otherwise infringe, the confidentiality of individuals, households or
organisations.
6. You agree to acknowledge the relevant original author / creator, and publisher in any printed,
electronic or broadcast publication based wholly or in part on any material in Cadair (including the
use of quotations).

Deposit Licence information
Unless otherwise stated, items in Cadair are currently accessible under a CC BY-NC-ND licence.
Aberystwyth University, however, does encourage its staff to use licences that allow a wider range of
re-use and re-purposing, especially for RCUK and Wellcome Trust funded authors, where
agreements with publishers allow.
If you need a different licence (for further information please see
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/) you will need to accept the general depositor licence when
attaching a document in Aberystwyth University’s current research information system PURE and
then upload a PDF template of your chosen licence to the PURE record alongside your output. Please
contact openaccess@aber.ac.uk with any queries.

